Abstract. Let V1, V2, V3, . . . be a sequence of Q-vector spaces where Vn carries an action of Sn for each n. Representation stability and multiplicity stability are two related notions of when the sequence Vn has a limit. An important source of stability phenomena arises in the case where Vn is the d th homology group (for fixed d) of the configuration space of n distinct points in some fixed topological space X. We replace these configuration spaces with the variety X n,k of spanning configurations of n-tuples (ℓ1, . . . , ℓn) of lines in C k which satisfy ℓ1 + · · · + ℓn = C k as vector spaces. We study stability phenomena for the homology groups H d (X n,k ) as the parameter (n, k) grows.
Introduction and Main Results
Suppose that for each n ≥ 1, we have a representation V n of the symmetric group S n .
1 What does it mean for the sequence V 1 , V 2 , V 3 , . . . to converge? Two answers to this question have arisen in the literature: multiplicity stability and representation stability. To describe these notions, we need some notation.
A partition of n is a weakly decreasing sequence λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . ) of positive integers with λ 1 + λ 2 + · · · = n. We write λ ⊢ n to mean that λ is a partition of n and |λ| = n for the sum of the parts of λ. The (English) Ferrers diagram of λ consists of λ i left-justified boxes in row i; we identify partitions with their Ferrers diagrams. The partition (3, 3, 1) ⊢ 7 has the following Ferrers diagram:
There is a correspondence between partitions of n and irreducible representations of S n ; given λ ⊢ n, let S λ be the corresponding irreducible S n -module.
If µ = (µ 1 , µ 2 , . . . ) is a partition and n ≥ |µ| + µ 1 , the padded partition is µ[n] ⊢ n is given by µ[n] := (n − |µ|, µ 1 , µ 2 , . . . ). Any partition λ ⊢ n may be expressed uniquely as λ = µ[n] for some partition µ. In fact, if λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 , . . . ) then λ = µ[n] where µ = (λ 2 , λ 3 , . . . ).
For any n ≥ 1, the S n -module V n decomposes into a direct sum of irreducibles. There exist unique multiplicities m µ,n so that Figure 1 . A point configuration, a line configuration, and a 2-plane configuration.
• the map f n is injective,
• we have f n (w · v) = w · f n (v) for all w ∈ S n and all v ∈ V n , and • the S n+1 module generated by the image f n (V n ) ⊆ V n+1 is all of V n+1 .
An algebraic instance of representation stability arises from considering homogeneous polynomials. Fix a polynomial degree d and let V n := Q[x 1 , . . . , x n ] d be the space of polynomials in x 1 , . . . , x n which are homogeneous of degree d, with S n acting by subscript permutation. If we let f n : V n ֒→ V n+1 be the inclusion, the sequence (V n ) n≥1 is representation stable.
Many geometric instances of representation stability arise from the homology groups of configuration spaces. If X is a topological space and n ≥ 1, the n th configuration space of X is the moduli space of n distinct points in X:
Conf n X := {(x 1 , . . . , x n ) : x i ∈ X and x i = x j for all i = j}
The left of Figure 1 shows a point in Conf 3 (X) where X is the torus. The set Conf n X has the subspace topology inherited from the n-fold product X × · · · × X. For d ≥ 0, let H d (Conf n X) be the d th homology group of the n th configuration space of X. (Unless otherwise stated, we use singular (co)homology with rational coefficients.) The action of S n on Conf n X by subscript permutation induces an S n -action on the vector space H d (Conf n X). There are many results stating that if the space X is 'nice', the sequence (H d (Conf n X)) n≥1 is uniformly multiplicity stable [1, 2] .
In this paper we consider stability in a family of spaces where the configuration space condition of distinctness is replaced by the matroidal condition of spanning. Definition 1.3. Let k ≤ n be positive integers. The space X n,k consists of n-tuples of lines in the complex vector space C k which span C k :
X n,k := {(ℓ 1 , . . . , ℓ n ) : ℓ i ⊆ C k is a 1-dimensional subspace and ℓ 1 + · · · + ℓ n = C k }.
We also set X n,k := ∅ if k < n or k < 0.
A point in X 5,3 is shown in the center of Figure 1 . The space X n,k is homotopy equivalent to the variety Fℓ n of complete flags in C n when k = n. For general k ≤ n, the space X n,k serves as a kind of 'flag variety' for the Delta Conjecture of symmetric function theory; see [3, 4, 6] . The symmetric group S n acts on X n,k by line permutation: w.(ℓ 1 , . . . , ℓ n ) := (ℓ w(1) , . . . , ℓ w(n) ). This induces an action on the homology H • (X n,k ).
The are two natural ways to grow a pair (n, k) subject to the condition k ≤ n: (n, k) ❀ (n + 1, k) and (n, k) ❀ (n + 1, k + 1). Both of these growth rules yield multiplicity stable homology representations.
(1) For fixed k ≥ 0, the sequence (H d (X n,k )) n≥1 is uniformly multiplicity stable.
(2) For fixed m ≥ 0, the sequence (H d (X n,n−m )) n≥1 is uniformly multiplicity stable.
, the regular representation of S n . The sequence (Q[S n ]) n≥1 of regular representations is not multiplicity stable because Q[S n ] has a copy of the sign representation S (1 n ) for each n. Theorem 1.4 will be proven in Section 3.
In order to strengthen Theorem 1.4 to a statement involving representation stability, we need maps between the modules H d (X n,k ). Let 1 k ⊆ C k be the line of constant vectors in C k and let ι : C k ֒→ C k+1 be ι : (x 1 , . . . , x k ) → (x 1 , . . . , x k , 0). We have natural injections i : X n,k ֒→ X n+1,k and j : X n,k ֒→ X n+1,k+1
given by
be the homology map induced by i and let
) be the homology map induced by j.
(1) For fixed k ≥ 0, the sequence (H d (X n,k )) n≥1 is uniformly representation stable with respect to the maps f n . (2) For fixed m ≥ 0, the sequence (H d (X n,n−m )) n≥1 is uniformly representation stable with respect to the maps g n . Theorem 1.5 implies Theorem 1.4. Both of these results will be proven in Section 3. Representation stability has the following theme.
Leitmotif. Given a sequence V n of S n -modules, it is often easier to prove that the sequence V n is representation stable than it is to calculate the decomposition of each V n into irreducibles.
The irreducible decompositions of the homology representations H d (X n,k ) appearing in Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 have been described in terms of statistics on standard Young tableaux, but this calculation relies on a significant amount of combinatorics, algebra, and geometry [4, 6, 10] . The leitmotif suggests that Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 should be provable without using the full machinery of [4, 6, 10 ]. We will give three different proofs of our stability results, each of a different flavor (combinatorial, algebraic, and geometric) and relying on a different size of 'black box' on the structure of the groups H d (X n,k ).
Proof Method
Black Box Size Combinatorial Large (see Theorem 2.4) Algebraic Medium (see Theorem 2.3) Geometric Small (see Theorem 2.1) In Theorem 4.1 we extend our algebraic approach to obtain stability results for homology groups of moduli spaces of spanning configurations of higher dimensional subspaces; see the right of Figure 1 . These latter homology groups were presented in [7] in terms of a polynomial ring quotient, but their decomposition into irreducible S n -modules is unknown; this is a further illustration of the leitmotif.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the black boxes we will use to prove Theorems 1.4 and 1.5. In Section 3 we give our three proofs of these theorems. In Section 4 we extend Theorem 1.5 in two directions: to higher-dimensional subspaces (Theorem 4.1) and to diagonal S n -actions on rings with commuting and anticommuting generators (Propositions 4.3 and 4.4).
Black Boxes
Let Z be a smooth complex algebraic variety. An affine paving of Z is a chain
is an affine paving and 0 ≤ j ≤ m, let U := Z − Z j . The inclusion i : U ֒→ Z induces maps on homology and cohomology:
When U arises from an affine paving of Z as above, the map i * is injective and the map i * is surjective.
The standard affine paving of complex projective space P k−1 given in coordinates by
Taking the n-fold product of this paving with itself yields a product paving of (P k−1 ) n , but this paving interacts poorly with the inclusion X n,k ⊆ (P k−1 ) n . A nonstandard affine paving of (P k−1 ) n was crucial to the presentation of the cohomology of X n,k in [6] .
Theorem 2.1. ( [6] ) "Small Black Box" Let k ≤ n be positive integers. There exists an affine
) n is inclusion, the induced maps on homology and cohomology
are injective and surjective, respectively.
The following lemma allows us to transfer between homology and cohomology at will.
Lemma 2.2. Let X be X n,k or (P k−1 ) n and d ≥ 0. We have a natural S n -equivariant isomorphism
Proof. Recall that we are considering rational cohomology. The Universal Coefficient Theorem gives a short exact sequence
Since Q is a field, the Ext-group vanishes and h is a manifestly S n -equivariant isomorphism. When H d (X) is a finite-dimensional Q-vector space, we may dualize to get the desired isomorphism.
n , e n , e n−1 , . . . , e n−k+1 ⊆ Q[x 1 , . . . , x n ] and let R n,k := Q[x 1 , . . . , x n ]/I n,k be the corresponding quotient ring. Since the ideal I n,k is homogeneous and S n -stable, the quotient R n,k is a graded ring and a graded S n -module. The following 'black box' result follows quickly from [6] . Theorem 2.3. "Medium Black Box" Let k ≤ n be positive integers. We have a presentation of the rational cohomology ring H • (X n,k ) = R n,k where the variable x i represents the Chern class
Proof. In [6] the corresponding statement is proven over Z: the integral cohomology
. . , e n−k+1 with the variable x i representing the Chern class c 1 (ℓ * i ) ∈ H 2 (X n,k ; Z). In particular, the integral cohomology of X n,k is concentrated in even dimensions, so the Universal Coefficient Theorem implies
Given Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 2.2, describing the S n -isomorphism type of H d (X n,k ) is equivalent to decomposing the degree d piece of R n,k into irreducibles. The graded isomorphism type of R n,k was calculated by Haglund, Rhoades, and Shimozono [4] . To describe this isomorphism type, we need some notation.
Let Λ = n≥0 Λ n be the ring of symmetric functions over the ground field Q(q, t). The space Λ n of homogeneous degree n symmetric functions has a basis of Schur functions {s λ : λ ⊢ n}.
If V is a finite-dimensional S n -module with irreducible decomposition
Given λ ⊢ n, a standard Young tableau of shape λ is a filling of the Ferrers diagram of λ with 1, 2, . . . , n which is increasing down columns and across rows. We let SYT(λ) be the family of standard Young tableaux of shape λ and let SYT(n) be the family of all standard Young tableaux with n boxes. If T ∈ SYT(n), we write shape(T ) ⊢ n for the underlying partition of T .
Let T be a standard Young tableau with n boxes. An index 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 is called a descent of T if i appears in a row strictly above the row containing i + 1 in T . Let des(T ) be the number of descents of T and maj(T ) be the sum of the descents of T . For example, the tableau T shown below has descents 1, 3, and 6 so that des(T ) = 3 and maj(T ) = 1 + 3 + 6 = 10. We recall the q-analogues of numbers, factorials, and binomial coefficients:
The graded isomorphism type of H • (X n,k ) may be described in terms of standard tableaux as follows.
The presence of √ q rather than q on the left-hand-side of Theorem 2.4 stems from the genera-
representing degree 2 elements in cohomology. Theorem 2.4 is our largest black box; it depends on the cohomology presentation of Theorem 2.3 as well as additional algebraic and combinatorial arguments [4] (such as a generalization of the RSK correspondence from words to ordered multiset partitions due to Wilson [10] ).
3. Proofs of Theorems 1.4 and 1.5: Combinatorics, Algebra, and Geometry 3.1. Combinatorics. We prove the uniform multiplicity stability asserted in Theorem 1.4 using the combinatorics of tableau statistics. We will assume our Large Black Box Theorem 2.4 as well as the standard combinatorial interpretation of the q-binomial coefficient
where the sum is over all partitions λ whose Ferrers diagrams fit inside a k × (n − k) rectangle. We will also use the following observation.
Observation 3.1. Let µ be a partition and n ≥ |µ| + µ 1 . Any standard tableau T of shape µ[n] has maj(T ) ≥ |µ|.
We proceed to give a combinatorial proof of Theorem 1.4.
Proof. (of Theorem 1.4) (1) If d is odd, the sequence H d (X n,k ) of homology representations in question is the zero sequence and there is nothing to show, so assume d = 2s is even. By Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.4, for λ ⊢ n the multiplicity of S λ in H d (X n,k ) is the size of the set
T is a standard tableau of shape λ, ν is a partition inside a (k − des(T ) − 1) × (n − k) rectangle, and maj(T ) + |ν| = s.
   .
We want to understand |A(λ, k)| in the limit n → ∞ with k and s fixed.
We have a map
where ϕ(T ) is obtained from T by adding a box labeled n + 1 to the first row. Since adding n + 1 to the first row does not introduce a descent, we have des(ϕ(T )) = des(T ) and maj(ϕ(T )) = maj(T ) for any T in the domain of ϕ. If n > 2s, the map ϕ is a bijection. Suppose 0 ≤ t ≤ s and T ∈ SYT(µ[n]) satisfies maj(T ) = t. We necessarily have des(T ) ≤ t. How many partitions ν ⊢ (s − t) fit inside a (k − des(T ) − 1) × (n − k) rectangle as n → ∞? The answer is best understood with a picture: in the following diagram, the shaded partition ν has s − t boxes and the height k − des(T ) − 1 of the rectangle is fixed. However, the width n − k of the rectangle is growing linearly with n.
If we assume n > s + k, the right vertical boundary provides no obstruction to the Ferrers diagram of ν ⊢ s − t and the number of such partitions ν is (3.4) p(s − t, ≤ k − des(T ) − 1) := the number of partitions of s − t with ≤ k − des(T ) − 1 parts, a quantity which is independent of n. By the previous paragraph we have (3.5) |A
and uniform multiplicity stability follows.
(2) Let µ be a partition. We show
Let 0 ≤ t ≤ s and let T ∈ SYT(µ[n]) satisfy maj(T ) = t, so that des(T ) ≤ t. How many partitions ν ⊢ (s − t) fit inside a (n − m − des(T ) − 1) × m rectangle? If n > s + m + des(T ) + 1, reasoning analogous to the proof of (1) (but with a rectangle of fixed width and growing height) shows that the number of such partitions ν is (3.6) p(s − t, ≤ m) := the number of partitions of s − t with all parts ≤ m, a quantity independent of n. Applying the bijection ϕ, we conclude that
Since µ 1 ≤ |µ| ≤ s, uniform multiplicity stability is proven.
3.2. Algebra. We give an algebraic proof of Theorem 1.5 using co-FI-modules. We assume the Medium Black Box Theorem 2.3 which presents the cohomology ring H • (X n,k ) = R n,k but not the Large Black Box Theorem 2.4 which describes the graded S n -isomorphism type of R n,k . Let FI be the category whose objects are the finite sets [n] := {1, 2, . . . , n} for n ≥ 0 (where we take An FI-module is a covariant functor V : FI → Vect. We write V (n) instead of V ([n]) for the vector space corresponding to [n]. More explicitly, an FI-module consists of
• a Q-vector space V (n) for each n ≥ 0, and An FI-module V is finitely generated if there is a finite subset S of the disjoint union n≥0 V (n) such that no proper FI-submodule W of V satisfies S ⊆ n≥0 W (n). Although the FI-module V of the above paragraph is not finitely generated, its FI-submodules V d are finitely generated for every fixed d ≥ 0. In fact, the FI-module V d is generated by the set of monomials ; see also [2] ) Any submodule of a quotient of a finitely generated FI-module is finitely generated.
Let V be the FI-module V (n) = Q[x 1 , . . . , x n ] considered above. For fixed k ≥ 1, the assignment (3.9) [n]
does not define an FI-submodule of V . Indeed, consider the inclusion i : [n] ֒→ [n + 1] for some n ≥ k. We have e n (x 1 , . . . ,
To fit the ideals I n,k and rings R n,k into the FI framework, we need the dual notion of a co-FImodule. Let co-FI be the opposite category to FI obtained by arrow reversal. A co-FI-module is a covariant functor co-FI → Vect. If V is an FI-module, its dual V * is naturally a co-FI-module. We apply co-FI-modules to prove Theorem 1.5 as follows.
Proof
We are assuming the Medium Black Box Theorem 2.3 which gives a presentation
By Lemma 2.2 we have an identification of vector spaces
for 1 ≤ j ≤ n ′ . Said differently, the co-FI-module W s is the dual of the FI-module V s defined above. Fix k and m as in the statement of Theorem 1.5. We define two submodules P s and Q s of the co-FI-module W s as follows.
The fact that P s and Q s are in fact co-FI-submodules of W s amounts to checking that for any injection f : [n] → [n ′ ] we have the containments
Given the generating set of I n,k , this reduces to the observation that
where we interpret e d (x 1 , . . . , x n ) = 0 if n < d. Theorem 1.5 follows from Theorem 3.2 and the work of Church, Ellenberg, and Farb [2, Thm. 1.13].
3.3. Geometry. In this subsection we give another proof of Theorem 1.5 which assumes only the Small Black Box Theorem 2.1 that X n,k is a union of open cells in a (nonstandard) affine paving of (P k−1 ) n . This does not rely on the presentation H • (X n,k ) = R n,k (or on the description of the graded S n -structure of R n,k ). Like the previous proof, we use the category FI. However, this proof is geometric in nature and works directly with the spaces X n,k .
Proof. (of Theorem 1.5) We begin with statement (1). Let f : [n] → [p] be an injective map. We define a map ι f : (P k−1 ) n ֒→ (P k−1 ) p as follows. Given an n-tuple (ℓ 1 , . . . , ℓ n ) ∈ (P k−1 ) n we set ι f (ℓ 1 , . . . , ℓ n ) := (ℓ ′ 1 , . . . , ℓ ′ p ) where
(Recall that 1 k ∈ P k−1 is the line of constant vectors in C k .) The map ι f preserves the spanning property of line configurations in the sense that ι f (X n,k ) ⊆ X p,k . Abusing notation, we write ι f for the restricted map X n,k → X p,k .
For any fixed degree d, we have two FI-module structures coming from the homology groups H d ((P k−1 ) n ) and the homology groups
is any injection we have a commutative square
Here (ι f ) d is the induced map from ι f on d th homology groups and the horizontal maps are induced by the inclusions X n,k ⊆ (P k−1 ) n and X p,k ⊆ (P k−1 ) p . By our Small Black Box Theorem 2.1, the horizontal maps are injections, so that
is finitely generated, Theorem 3.2 implies that H d (P k−1 ) n ) is also finitely generated. The work of Chuch, Ellenberg, and Farb [2, Thm. 1.13] finishes the proof of Theorem 1.5 (1).
We turn to the proof of Theorem 1.5 (2). This follows the same basic strategy as in Theorem 1.5 (1) but there are additional complications involving the gap between maps on spaces and their induced maps on homology.
For any injection f : 
To do this, we will establish the homotopy equivalence of the maps ν g•f and ν g • ν f :
The general linear group GL r−m (C) acts on the projective space product (P r−m−1 ) r by the rule
for any A ∈ GL r−m (C). In terms of the matrices shown above, this corresponds to an action on rows.
If we consider line tuples as matrices, it follows from the definition of ν that the image of any matrix under ν g•f and ν g •ν f coincides apart from some permutation of the bottom r−n rows which only depends on f and g. Rephrasing, there exists some B ∈ GL r−m (C) so that B · ν g•f = ν g • ν f as functions on (P n−m−1 ) n . Since GL r−m (C) is path connected, we may choose some path from the identity to B to induce the desired homotopy equivalence (3.15).
We have shown that the assignment 
Other Stability Results

4.1.
Higher dimensional spanning configurations. The space X n,k of spanning line configurations can be generalized to higher dimensional subspaces. Given a dimension 1 ≤ d ≤ k and n ≥ 1 we have the product of Grassmannians
where
is shown on the right of Figure 1 . The Grassmann product Gr(d, n, k) and its subspace X d,n,k are closed under the S n -action
The homology groups of Gr(d, n, k) and X d,n,k inherit an action of S n .
Theorem 4.1. Let p ≥ 0 be a fixed homological degree.
(1) Fix k ≥ 1. The sequence of homology representations (H p (X d,n,k )) n≥0 is uniformly representation stable.
(2) Fix m ≥ 0. The sequence of homology representations (H p (X d,n,dn−m )) n≥0 is uniformly representation stable.
Proof. This is very similar to our first proof of Theorem 1.5, so we only sketch the argument. Let N := dn and introduce N variables x N = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N ). We break these variables up into n batches x
(1)
Combining work of Rhoades [7] and the Universal Coefficient Theorem, we have the following presentation of the cohomology ring of X d,n,k .
where
• the variables in the i th batch x 
in the full variable set x N together with the d complete homogeneous symmetric polynomials
in the i th batch of variables x Given this cohomology presentation, it is straightforward to check that (for fixed d, k, m, p) either of the assignments
is naturally a co-FI-module (here we permute and set batches of variables to zero wholesale). Both of these are submodules of the co-FI-module
(where we interpret this as the zero module if p is odd). Representation stability follows from [2, Thm. 1.13].
Theorem 4.1 shows that the sequences of homology representations in question are multiplicity stable. However, the following problem remains open.
Problem 4.2. Calculate the graded isomorphism type of the
Problem 4.2 would be best solved by a tableau formula analogous to Theorem 2.4. The unresolved nature of Problem 4.2 illustrates the leitmotif from the introduction: it can be easier to prove that a sequence of modules is representation stable than it is to calculate their isomorphism types.
As with the cohomology presentation of X n,k , a key component of the presentation of H • (X d,n,k ) in [7] involved exhibiting a nonstandard affine paving
of Gr(d, n, k) which differs from the product Schubert variety paving such that X d,n,k = Gr(d, n, k)− Z i for some i. Theorem 4.1 could have also been proven using this affine paving alone and the known cohomology presentation of the Grassmann product
4.2.
Anticommuting variables. Let θ 1 , . . . , θ n be anticommuting variables, i.e. θ i θ j = −θ j θ i for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. Write Q[θ 1 , . . . , θ n ] for the 2 n -dimensional exterior algebra on these variables and write
The ring Q[θ 1 , . . . , θ n ] is a graded S n -module by subscript permutation.
Just as in the commuting case, the assignment [n] → Q[θ 1 , . . . , θ n ] is an FI-module. However, this FI-module is not finitely-generated. There are two ways to see this: (1) the S n -module Q[θ 1 , . . . , θ n ] has a copy of the sign representation S (1 n ) in top degree, so that we do not have multiplicity stability and (2) the dimension of Q[x 1 , . . . , x n ] is 2 n , and if V is any finitely-generated FI-module the dimension sequence dim V (n) has eventually polynomial growth. However, for fixed d the assignment [n] → Q[θ 1 , . . . , θ n ] d is a finitely-generated FI-module generated by the single element
For n, m, p ≥ 0 let S(n, m, p) be the Q-algebra formed by taking the tensor product of m copies of the polynomial ring Q[x 1 , . . . , x n ] in commuting variables and p copies of the exterior algebra Q[θ 1 , . . . , θ n ] in anticommuting variables:
The ring S(n, m, p) has a multigrading obtained by considering each tensor factor separately. For α = (α 1 , . . . , α m ) ∈ (Z ≥0 ) m and β = (β 1 , . . . , β p ) ∈ (Z ≥0 ) p let S(n, m, p) α,β be the piece of multidegree (α, β).
The rings S(n, 1, 0) and S(n, 0, 1) are the symmetric and exterior algebras on n generators. The ring S(n, 1, 1) is called superspace and can be identified with the ring of polynomial valued differential forms on Eulidean n-space.
The symmetric group S n acts diagonally on the tensor factors of S(n, m, p). Orellana and Zabrocki recently proved [5, Thm. 3 .1] a combinatorial interpretation of the S n -isomorphism type of the homogeneous piece S(n, m, p) α,β . We consider this object for varying n. Proof. We have an FI-module defined by [n] → S(n, m, p) α,β . It is enough to show that this FImodule is finitely generated. Any monomial in the x and θ variables contained in the homogeneous component S(n, m, p) α,β is S n -conjugate (up to sign) to some monomial in the x and θ variables which lies in S(
Since m, p, α, and β are fixed, there are only finitely many such conjugacy classes.
Multihomogeneous quotients of S(n, m, p) have received significant attention in algebraic combinatorics. Bigraded quotients of superspace S(n, 1, 1) generalizing the coinvariant algebra R n and specializing to the more general S n -modules R n,k were studied by Rhoades and Wilson [8] . A trigraded quotient of S(n, 2, 1) introduced by Zabrocki [11] conjecturally has Frobenius image equal to a symmetric function appearing in the Haglund-Remmel-Wilson Delta Conjecture in the theory of Macdonald polynomials [3] . We give this last example in more detail.
Let S(n, p, m)
Sn + be the subring of S(n, p, m) consisting of S n -invariant elements with vanishing constant term and let R(n, m, p) be the homogeneous quotient For any symmetric function F , the (primed) delta operator ∆ ′ F : Λ → Λ is a linear operator on the ring Λ of symmetric functions over the ground field Q(q, t). For any partition µ, let H µ ∈ Λ be the associated modified Macdonald symmetric function. The operator ∆ ′ F acts on H µ by (4.8) ∆ by filling every (i, j) box of the Ferrers diagram of µ (aside from the northwest corner) with the monomial q i t j and evaluating the symmetric function F at these monomials. For example, if µ = (3, 2) our filling is , q 2 , t, qt) . The operator ∆ ′ F extends to an operator on all symmetric functions in Λ by linearity.
The Delta Conjecture [3] predicts the monomial expansion of ∆ ′ e k−1 e n for any k ≤ n. It reads
e n = Rise n,k (x; q, t) = Val n,k (x; q, t)
where Rise and Val are certain formal power series involving the infinite alphabet x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . ) and two additional parameters q, t; see [3] for their definitions. Zabrocki [11] verified by computer that
e n (where q, t track commuting degree and z tracks anticommuting degree) for n ≤ 6 and conjectured that (4.10) holds in general. e n involving a superspace extension of the Vandermonde determinant [8] . Unlike the Zabrocki model (4.10), its validity is known at t = 0. Describing this model requires some notation.
Let k ≤ n and set r := n − k. The superspace Vandermonde δ n,k ∈ S(n, 1, 1) is
The symmetric partial derivative operator ∂/∂x i acts naturally on Q[x 1 , . . . , x n ] for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n. For any 1 ≤ i ≤ n we have an antisymmetric partial derivative ∂/∂θ i acting on the exterior algebra Q[θ 1 , . . . , θ n ] by
for any 1 ≤ j 1 < · · · < j r ≤ n and linear extension; see [8, Sec. 5] for more details. Given any commuting or anticommuting generator of S(n, m, p) we have an action of the corresponding partial derivative on the relevant tensor factor of S(n, m, p). Let m ≥ 1 and consider two tensor factors of S(n, m, p) generated by commuting variables. To distinguish these tensor factors, we relabel so that these variables are y 1 , . . . , y n and z 1 , . . . , z n . For j ≥ 1, the j th polarization operator from y-variables to z-variables is the linear operator on S(n, m, p) given by (4.13) ρ (j)
y→z := z 1 (∂/∂y 1 ) j + z 2 (∂/∂y 2 ) j + · · · + z n (∂/∂y n ) j .
The operator ρ (j)
y→z lowers y-degree by j and raises z-degree by 1. Similarly, if p ≥ 1 we may consider two tensor factors of S(n, m, p) generated by anticommuting variables, which we relabel ξ 1 , . . . , ξ n and τ 1 , . . . , τ n . The polarization operator from ξ-variables to τ -variables is the operator on S(n, m, p) given by (4.14)
ρ ξ→τ := τ 1 (∂/∂ξ 1 ) + τ 2 (∂/∂ξ 2 ) + · · · + τ n (∂/∂ξ n ).
Following [8] , for m, p ≥ 1 we let V (n, m, p, k) be the smallest subspace of S(n, m, p) which contains δ n,k (in the 'first' sets of commuting and anticommuting variables) and is closed under all partial derivative and polarization operators. The space V (n, m, p, k) is a multigraded S n -module. remains an open problem. The V -modules enjoy the same stability property as the R-modules.
Proposition 4.5. Let m, p, k ≥ 0 and let α ∈ (Z ≥0 ) m and β ∈ (Z ≥0 ) p be multidegrees. The sequence of S n -modules V (n, m, p, n − k) α,β n = 1, 2, 3, . . .
is uniformly representation stable.
Proof. Thanks to Theorem 3.2 and Proposition 4.3 it is enough to show that the natural inclusion S(n, m, p) ֒→ S(n + 1, m, p) sends V (n, m, p, n − k) into V (n + 1, m, p, n − k + 1). The identity (4.18) (∂/∂x 1 )(∂/∂x 2 ) · · · (∂/∂x n )δ n+1,n−k+1 = (n − k) k · (n − k)! · δ n,n−k may be verified directly from the definition of the superspace Vandermonde. Equation (4.18) implies that δ n,n−k ∈ V (n+1, m, p, n−k+1) which in turn implies V (n, m, p, n−k) ⊆ V (n+1, m, p, n−k+1) as desired.
It is known that Rise n,k (x; q, t) is symmetric in x and Schur-positive, but its Schur expansion is unknown. The expression ∆ ′ e k−1 e n is symmetric, but is not known to be Schur-positive. It is unknown whether Val n,k (x; q, t) is symmetric. Assuming these three formal power series are all Schur-positive symmetric functions, Proposition 4.4 and (4.10) motivate the following problem. Problem 4.6. Fix i, j, k ≥ 0. Prove combinatorially that the sequences of S n -modules V n , U n , W n whose Frobenius images are given by Frob(V n ) = coefficient of q i t j in ∆ ′ e n−k−1 e n (4.19) Frob(U n ) = coefficient of q i t j in Rise n,n−k (x; q, t) (4.20)
Frob(W n ) = coefficient of q i t j in Val n,n−k (x; q, t) (4.21) are uniformly multiplicity stable.
Our closing problem, which is likely very difficult, is a final illustration of our introductory leitmotif.
Problem 4.7. Let n, m, p, k ≥ 0 and let α ∈ (Z ≥0 ) m and β ∈ (Z ≥0 ) p be multidegrees. Calculate the isomorphism type of either of the S n -modules R(n, m, p) α,β or V (n, m, p, k) α,β .
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